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PIIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain) –

Reserves to short term external debt

Compared to short term external debt,

reserves, including gold reserves, amount to

27% in I taly, and a low 9% in Portugal, 4% in

Spain, 3% in Greece and 0.3% in Ireland, as

shown in the chart. This is bad news. Indeed,

in 2000, the

International

Monetary Fund (IMF)

presented the ratio of

reserves to short term

debt as a useful tool

to "gauge risks

associated with

adverse

developments in

international capital

markets."¹ To the

question of

ascertaining what should the right ratio be, the

IMF stated that there was enough empirical

evidence to support a benchmark of 1 (or

1 00%) for the ratio. According to such a

premise, given PI IGS poor ratios, the risk of a

l iquidity crisis is extremely high for al l of them.

The period has been marked by a regular

erosion of the reserves (with the exception of

I taly) which combines with a significant

increase of short term debt to generate a

dangerous downward trend of the ratio,

decreasing at annual average rates between

-4% (Portugal) and -21 % (Ireland). This set of

variations provides an indication that PI IGS

liquidity, in other words the abil ity to meet short

term debt obligations, is shrinking to alarming

levels. This diagnosis requires a further test,

provided by the ratio of short term debt to

government revenue, or put simply, the

country's abil ity to generate enough money

through taxes to pay interests and

amortization in a timely way.

Solvency ratios such as debt to exports and

debt to GDP,

measuring the

country's capacity to

generate enough

resources to honor

obligations towards

external creditors,

quite explicitly qualify

PI IGS countries as

high-risk debtors.

Should they be

unable, on top of that,

to manage their

l iquidity to pay their

short term bil ls, then it is legitimate to

anticipate that external creditors wil l eventual ly

impose on them a credit crunch capable of

seriously crippl ing their economies and

societies for a long while.

¹ Debt and ReserveRelated Indicators of External
Vulnerability, IMF, March 23, 2000.
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